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The Microsoft Internet & Networking Dictionary is designed to provide easy reference to the Internet and networking terms you’re likely to encounter most often. This dictionary also emphasizes terminology that you’re likely to encounter in documentation, online help, computer manuals, marketing and sales materials, the popular media, and the computer trade press. In some cases, related terms or specialized or highly technical language is included to help you better understand a technology, service, or product.
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Building Java Programs: A Back to Basics ApproachPearson Education, 2010

	Building Java Programs: A Back to Basics Approach, Second Edition, introduces novice programmers to basic constructs and common pitfalls by emphasizing the essentials of procedural programming, problem solving, and algorithmic reasoning. By using objects early to solve interesting problems and defining objects later in the course, Building...
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Frommer's Paris 2011 (Frommer's Colour Complete Guides)Frommers, 2010

	Discovering the City of Light and making it your own has always been the most compelling reason to visit Paris. If you’re a fi rst-timer, everything, of course, will be new to you. If you’ve been away for awhile, expect changes: Taxi drivers may no longer correct your fractured French, but address you in English—tantamount...
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Machine Learning Projects for Mobile Applications: Build Android and iOS applications using TensorFlow Lite and Core MLPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bring magic to your mobile apps using TensorFlow Lite and Core ML

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore machine learning using classification, analytics, and detection tasks.
	
			Work with image, text and video datasets to delve into real-world tasks
	
			Build apps for Android and...
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Modern Methods of ValuationEstates Gazette, 2012

	The new and improved eleventh edition of this essential valuation textbook reflects the changes in the property market since 2009, whilst presenting the tried and tested study of the principles governing the valuation of land, houses and buildings of the previous editions.


	The eleventh edition is fully up-to-date...
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The Road to IP Telephony : How Cisco Systems Migrated from PBX to IP Telephony (Network Business)Cisco Press, 2004
There is no better path to the successful implementation of a new technology than to follow in the experienced footsteps of an organization that has already been there. >The Road to IP Telephony> tells you how Cisco Systems successfully moved its own organization to a converged, enterprise-wide network. You will learn the...
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Twitter For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2010

	Have you heard? All the world’s a-twitter!


	Twitter is a tool that you can use to send and receive short, 140-character
	messages from your friends, from the organizations you care about, from the
	businesses you frequent, from the publications you read, or from complete
	strangers who share (or don’t share) your...
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